The human state
has the capacity
to find solutions
to all of our problems,
if we put our collective
minds & hands to
work. Wefirst

Weekend Workshop
Impact through Appreciation

Did you ever think if we would just collaborate, we could make this work?
If we would build on the strengths we have, we could create a solution?
Well, you’re right. We found out that there’s nothing more powerful in creating change than a group
of diverse, dedicated people willing to move forward together and learn from their actions.
In this workshop, we want to share with you the best method we found so far to activate resilience in
your own group. SALT is a way of working that reveals strengths in people. Combined with the
action based learning cycle ‘The Community Life Competence Proces’ it brings people
together around any concern they might have, to take action together, learn and grow.
This way of working has proved to be extremely effective and is applied today by organizations as
UNaids and UNICEF all over the world to actively involve communities in the battle against AIDS and
malaria. In more than 68 countries, communities successfully use this approach to create an
effective response to local challenges. In Belgium and the Netherlands we use it to build resilience
and community engagement with youngsters, asylum seekers, lawyers and mothers.

The good news:

You can learn this approach during the weekend of April 15-17th, 2016

After this weekend :
> You will have an intense experience of human resilience
> You will have a roadmap of the approach and practical tools for every step
> You will have ideas on how to apply these tools in your own group
> You will be connected to people who can support and maybe co-create this process with you

Where:

We will have a kick-off on Friday morning at the Institute for Intervention Studies,
Wilhelmina Gasthuisplein 255 & then discover more places in & around Amsterdam

When:

Friday 15th of April 9h30 – Sunday 17th of April, 14h00

What:

SALT-visits in Amsterdam, morning & afternoon sessions, tea & coffee, 3x lunch

Cost:

€ 240,- (individual) € 300,- (if your company pays), prices include VAT
If the cost makes you hesitate to register, please contact us.
We can also think along on other practical matters like transport or lodging
in Amsterdam. To register, contact Joke at +31 (0)653 662 964 or
joke@communitylifecompetence.org before April 1st.
Looking forward to meet you!
You can find more on who we are and what we do on: www.communitylifecompetence.org

